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Last night there 'was some enemy activity over coastal districts

of Southern England.

Bombs were dropped, causing damage and casualties, a small

number of which were fatal.
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Last night, Belabor Command despatched well over a thousand

aircraft to attack many objectives in Germany, France and Belgium

and to lay mines in enemy waters*

n heavy attack was made on the military depot at Bourg-Leopold

in Belgium First reports indicate that the bonbi.no was well concentrated*

in Germany, the main objective was a i'ailway yard at Attacks

were also made on Berlin and Dusseldorf.

In Prance, the railway centre at Nantes and an.airfield at Rennes

were heavily bonded, and attacks were made on a number of military

objectives on the French coast*

Our aircraft had many caratat s with night fighters, at least six

of which were destroyed*

Twenty seven of our aircraft are missing
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The following story has been issued by the South Bast Asia Command.

riTUL KIJNT, 23th May.

If proof were needed of the utter failure of the Japanese thrust towards

Imphal along the Tiddim load it is to he seen in Dishonour Village istclf

where the enemy made a determined and fruitless attempt to get astride the :

road and break our lines of communication. AH they succeeded in doing

was to break into our mule lines, but Punjabi Troops with tank support

put in an attack which resulted in the complete annihilation of the enemy

attacking forces today, writes a 14th Army Observer, I visited the spot

in a field two hundred yards aquare and it was one of the most amazing

sights I have ever seen. The whole area, was a mass of dead Japs, and in

the centre a bull-dozer was at work digging a colossal grave for them.

There was no question of trying to dig separate graves, or even of

trying to count the dead.

Attempts were mo.de, hut after the figure had reached 150 the effort was

raven up.

There is net much left to count when heavy tanks crush men as they

ccower in foxholes*

S.E.A.C.
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NOT FOR IIBLICuTION, BROIDCLST IN OVERSEAS BULLETINS OR USE ON CLUB TIMES BEFORE

2330 D.B.S.T. ON SUI'tDIX 28/5/hL (i.E. FOR MO' HT MORNING ILHSRS). NOT TO BE

BROiICIST IN THE MIDNIGHT NIKS OF 28/29 May, THIS EIBLRGO SHOULD BE RESISTED

OVKiSHS Hi IitEIV-CIHG LNY MESSAGES FIXED HHTH IKE LHIJIGO.

MOMnN HIINER OF N.F.S. IL'ICH CQIETITIOII.

Firewoman M*E# Longstaffe, of Leeds, who is a part-time member of the National

Fire Service, has been judged winner in the competition for an official march for

the N.F.S.

Hr# Herbert.Morrison, the Home Secretary, presided over the final selection

committee, which included Major J.C. M'indram, Director of Music, the Col stream Guards;

Mr* John .unsell, the composer $ Sir „rthur Dixon, the Home Office, and Commander u.N.O#

Fircl .-race, Chief of Fire Staff, the Maticanl Fire Service*

march
The winning/ is to be played for the first time in public at the N.F.S* Benevolent

Fund Concert at the albert Hall, London, on Sunday June Ith, when the prize will be

presented to Hiss Bonnstaffs#

The runners-up in the competition, who will receive consolation prizes, are

Section Leader H.E. Evans of Earrate; and Fireman N.l. Loire, of Bradford#

Note, to Editor (for information only)

Fircwoman Longstaffe is serving at the Fire Station at Redhill Farm,

Crossbills, Town Street, Becstcn, Leeds, 11,

HOME OFFICE.
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NOT FOR PUBLICATION, IN OVERSEA BULLETINS OH USE ON CLUB

TaPES BEFORE 2330 D.B.S.T. ON SUNDAY, IvL.Y 28. (i.e, FOR MONDAY MINING

PAPERS.) NOT TO BE BROADCAST IN THE MIDNIGHT NETS OF MAY 28/29, 1944.
THIS EtGARGO SHOULD BE RESPECTED OVERSEAS BY PREFACINY iTNY MESSAGES

FILED '.7ITH THE EMBARGO

THESE GIRLS KNOW THE SECItETS

Sitting in the cramped wireless office of an invasion cra.ft, a naval rating

takes down a message from shore. High-pitched dots and dashes ring in his headphones.

He writes hunched in a corner to steady himself against the Channel swell.

Back at base, a slim hand, scarcely moving, flickers over the morse key, Cn

the fourth finger is a small solitaire diamond ring. The girl is too absorbed in her

task to notice the patter of other'keys, as other girls send messages.

This is the ,//T room of a naval operations centre "somewhere on the coast of

Britain"
-
and the girls are Irens, some of the two hundred at this centre who work the

vital communication network.

Through their hands pass about a thousand messages a day. Wrens code and

decode them. They duplicate and distribute the copies. They work the teleiahone

switchboard, -and the teleprinters linked, through the defence network, with all the

important headquarters of the Navy, Amy and Air Force, They act as messengers be-

tween one department and another.

What are they like, these girls who know the secrets? It is impossible to

give a composite picture, that is, if you want the real picture.

For instance, there are the girls who plot the progress of the operation on

giant charts. There is one who worked in a newspaper office before the war. She is

twenty-one and comes from Newcastle on Tyne, Another, aged 23, comes from Devises in

'Wiltshire, the other end of England, She was a clerk.until she joined the "Wrens

nearly a year ago.

In the Y//T section, one of the most popular jobs, incidentally, is a Wren who

was a hairdresser in the little Welsh town of Haverfordwest, Her brother in the

R.A.F, was killed. So she took up the fight where he left off and joined the Wrens,

This is the first time she has been away from her home town.

And so you can go on. Only one thing in common have these girls. It is their

youth. Their'ages range between nineteen and twenty-five.

/Chief Yeoman



Chief yeoman of Signals Charles Ashley, who has been in the Navy for thirty years,

can tell you something about them. From Atlantis convoys he came to this base, and for

the first time in his life found he had a signal staff of women.

"It was a bit of a shock,” he admitted, "but we’re getting along fine. And I don’t

mind telling you they’re doing very well indeed. The only thing that’s missing, here

and there, is the naval language.”

He explained it this way. The girls, never having, been to sea, take longer to

learn the naval names for things and they don’t pick up other peoples’ mistakes quite so

easily. Ashley quoted as an example the Wren 'who came to him with a signal which read:

"Required at 0800 working party of one plus twelve.”

T7hy don’t they'put thirteen instead of one plus twelve,” she asked. "It would

save two words and mean just the same.”

Ashley had to explain that ’’one plus twelve” was the naval way of saying twelve men

with a Leading .Hond to take charge of the party.

■ Those were some of the problems Ashley had to solve whenb7re*s ...took over the.. com-

munications to release .men for -sea service, That was many months ago. Since then the

Wrens have learnt the- naval talk.

The rooms where they work are underground, there is an efficient air-conditioning''

system and *day-light” lamps to make conditions as nearly ’’above ground” as possible.

None of them complain of being underground for long hours each day* In fact, they like

it because it is warmer in winter and cooler in summer. They can 'Work in their shirt

sleeves all the year round.

"Nhat do you do in an air raid?” I asked one of these yrens. ’’Just the same as we

are doing now," she replied. "Ife never think about it, he are always too busy to worry

about what is going on outside.

NAVAL AFFAIRS.

NOTE: photographs obtainable from P.N.A.
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Air Ministry News Service Air Ministry Bulletin No. 14146.

MORE THAN 4,000 TONS ON MANY TARGETS

More than 4,000 tons of bombs were dropped by 'well over 1,000 aircraft of

Bomber Command last night on many objectives. The military depot at Bourg-Leopold,

which "was the most heavily-attacked target is probably the biggest of its kind in

the 'whole of the occupied west. It consists of a concentration of barrack huts,

and large heavily camouflaged storage sheds. The depot just outside the town of

Bourg-Leopold,some 35 miles east of Antwerp, occupies an area of about one mile

by two-thirds.

Lost night, there was no cloud, and all crews were able to take steady aim at

the ground-markers from a clear sky. More than 1,200 tons of bombs were dropped on

the depot, and night photographs show that our aircraft 'were right over the target

area. At about five minutes past two there -was a violent explosion which reminded

many crews of the explosion of ammunition dumps in recent attacks in Prance. In

the attack on a similar military depot at Mailly, a munitions dump in the target

area was hit and blown up. Before the last bomber had left Bourg-Leopold, smoke

covered the greater part of the depot,

There was opposition from flak in the target area, and on the homeward run, the

German night fighters arrived in strength, some of them following the stream of bombers

a long way across the sea. Our gunners were kept busy and shot down several of the

enemy.

Another attack 'was made on the Rote-Erde railway yards at Aachen, the main outlet

from the Ruhr and Western Germany into Northern Prance and Belgium. Here again the

'weather was clear, and both marking and bombing 'were well concentrated. Great clouds of

smoke rolled over the target before the attack was ever. Between target and coast,

there was determined fighter opposition.

Almost all the ground defences of Berlin seemed to have been roused 'when more

than one squadron of Mosquitos arrived over the capital. There was a great deal both

of predicted and of barrage flak and large numbers of searchlights came on. Crews

) J

report good bombing, with the flashes of 4,000-pounders -well placed around the markers.

The airfield at Rennes-St. Jacques 'was one of the main targets attacked in Prance.

Night fighters were actually over the target at the time of attack but the bombing was

methodically carried out. There is reason to believe that the airfields ammunition

dump 'Was hit. A very large explosion was seen, and tracer spouted up from its middle.

The railway centre at Nantes, a junction on a main line between Paris and the

Biscay coast, with railway repair shops was also heavily bombed.
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SOUTH ERST ASIA COMMAND COM3NIQUE No, IR6

May 28, 194

A

On the night of the 25th May the enemy launched a determined attack against

the Naga village, north of Kohima, which was supported by a considerable weight of

artillery and mortar fire. Owing to the good fire discipline of our troops, he

suffered heavy casualties without penetrating our defences, and at daybreak broke

off the action.

At dawn on the 27th May oir troops attacked the enemy’s strong positions on

the Aradura Spur, covering the Tiddim Road south of Kohima, Heavy rain hampered

oir operations from the start, but they are continuing.

On the 26th May oir troops took an enemy position south of Moirang, capturing

equipment which included one field gun, a large quantity of ammunition and motor

transport. In the subsequent counter-attacks casualties on both sides were heavy.

The position remained in oir hands, and two enemy tanketts were knocked out,
\ '

North of Bishenpur the enemy made repeated unsuccessful attempts to

recapture the positions overlooking the plains which our troops recently won.

On the Palel-Tamu road we repulsed a small attack.

IJ.S.A.A.F, heavy bombers of the Strategic Air Force, Eastern Air Command,

on the 28th May attacked oil installations at Yenangyaung, and targets at Pakokku

and Nyaungu, (south west of pakokku on the Irrawaddy),
On t,he 26th and 27th May, R,A,F., fighters and fighter-bombers of the Third

Tactical Air Force continued their offensive against enemy positions in the Kohima

and Jessami areas and northeastward of Inphal,

From all these operations, no Allied aircraft is missing*
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NOT POR PUBLICATION, BROADCAST IN OYERSEAS BULLETINS OR USE ON

CLUB TAPES BEFORE 2330 D.B.S.T. ON HAY 28 (i.c, POR MONDAY MORNING

PAPERS.) NOT TO BE BROADCAST IN THE MIDNIGHT MENS OP MAY 28/29
THIS EMBARGO SHOULD BE RESPECTED OVERSEAS BY PREFACING' ANY MESSAGES

PILED WITH THE EIvDARGO.

HAY PRICES

The Ministry of Food and the Agricultural Deportments announce

that an Order has "been made fixing the maximum prices for old and new

(1944) crop hay for the period June, 1944 to May, 1945 • (S*R. &0.

1944, N0,601)* Prices remain the some as for the period June 194-3/

May 1944*

MINISTRY Of POOD
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Mediterranean Communique No. 128,
Allied Norco Advance Headquarters.

May 28, 1944.

SEA.

Yesterday, in support of the Army, enemy positions to the north of

the anzio Area were successfully bombarded*.by a. cruiser of the French

Navy. Hostile guns were observed to be silenced* Two destroyers also

engaged targets' with good results*

LAND.

The battle in Italy continues with undiminished intensity against

strong opposition in some sectors*

No, spectacular advance has been made in any part of the front.

Fighting has been very severe particularly in the Liri Valley and

south of Veliotri and Valmontonc,

Progress has however been made especially in the sector between Son

Giovanni and Sezzc which was taken late on Thursday night.

AIM.

Yesterday, continuing the battle in Italy, fighter-bombers were out

in strength attacking bridges, guns, troop concentrations and roads in the

battle and Nome areas.

•Medium-bombers attacked a number of rail' bridges between and

Ponta Sieve.

Escorted heavy bombers in Great strength attacked rail yards at

Marseilles, Avignon and Nimes, and airfields at Salon and Montpellier with

good results*

A further force attacked the port of Razanik on the Dalmation coast*

Last night, roads in the Viterbo area were bombed*

About 60 enemy aircraft were sighted during daylight hours and seven

of then •were destroyed* Nineteen of ours arc missino.

M.A.A.F. flew over 3000 sorties*
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AIR MINISTRY NEWS SERVICE Air Ministry Bulletin No. 1414-7.

LUFTWAFFE LOSES THREE SPECIAL AIRCRAFT

The Luftwaffe today lost three of its special-job aircraft. They were ju.s2s

which were destroyed.as they searched in .he morning light for British mines.

This rare "bag" of three-engined aircraft was by two Mosquitos of Air Defence of

Great Britain.

The Ju.s2s, which carry large metal rings round the fuselage in an effort to

detonate our sea mines put down in their shipping lanes, were at their task when

the two Mosquitos came on them.

S/Ldr. Geoffrey wrig it, of Sutton-i-n Ashfield, Nottinghamshire, and his observer,

F/O. H.P. Bourne, of Stoke-on-Trent, destroyed two, and the third fell to F Lt.

Leonard Welsh, D.F. C. ,
of Tunbridge Wells, whose observer is p/0. L.R. Page, D.F.M, s

of Ipswich.

"We were off the Frisian Islands," said S/Ldr. Wright, "when we saw, through the

haze, one Ju. 52 flying slowly at about 300 feet. I got astern of him, but he spotted

me at the last moment and tried to wheel to the left. However, I got in a~one-second

burst which fired two of the Jan’s engines.

"One minute the Ju.52 was airborne and the next it was in the sea, with only the

tail sticking up through a patch of flaming oil and debris.

"A little later, when off die Heligoland Bight, we spotted three more Ju.s2s,

also with anti-mine laying rings. They- -were flying so low that they seemed almost to

touch.the water.

f ; \

"I took the one on the port sj.de• and 1/Lt. Welsh took the starboard one. A three-

second burst set the starboard engine of mg target, alight and it just hit the water and
» i ;

v

spread out on fire over the sea.

"F/Lt. Welsh put in a short burst which immediately sent his Ju* nose-diving into

the sea. The third Ju. of this formation meanwhile hared off, to base as fast as it

could,"

S/Ldr. Wright, who is and was a hosiery manufacturer in civil life, and F/O.

Bourne, engaged in hanking, have hecn ;tearned together for more than a year, To date,

they have destroyed six enemy aircraft and damaged one. F/Lt„ Welsh, an ex-reporter of

Yeovil, recently began a second tour of ops..

On his first, he got two destroyed and others damaged, f/o. Page was formerly an

engineer.
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.OFFICIAL AHIIRAIffY COMMUNIQUE

TRAI/lER LOST

The board of Admiralty regret to announce that the trawler

H.M. S. "wyoming" (temporary Skipper G,N.Spencer A.N.R, ) has been

lost.

The next-of-kin of casualties have keen informed.

admirality
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Air ministry News Service Air Ministry bulletin No#W

3

OFFENSIVE iVfIROL OVER NORTHERN France

Fighters of the Second Tactical .Air Force on offensive patrol

over Northern France this evening shot up German aircraft parked

on Corneilles airfield* At le st two of the grounded aircraft were

left in flames, and cannon and machine-gun strikes were seen on others#

All our aircraft returned safely*
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